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1. Maintenance continues to care for the Community Center Complex and all other areas, including 

mowing, building issues and cleanup of the grounds. US Lawns provides landscape services, pest 

control and irrigation review and repairs at the 491 & 486 entrances. The 491 entrance, Juniper 

has been exhausted for a while, Lori, Rick, and I will be evaluating replacement that is weather 

tolerant and perhaps also has color. Trail bush hogging is still under way, routine repairs 

continue. The 486 sign is still being reviewed by insurance for reimbursement. The maintenance 

buildings were painted as needed, pavilions cleaned, playground paint applied to areas that were 

showing metal. The community complex is going to seed, and this is also reducing cost of gas to 

mow.    

 

2. We continue to collect through this office and the associations’ attorney; currently we are pending 

release of one payment and one tax deed surplus bid remains pending for payout, this could take 

up to 6 months to receive payment. The A/R owner balances inclusive of fees, and interest as of 

6.16.22 are $39,921.84 this includes past delinquent accounts, out of this amount for 2022 annual 

dues outstanding is $12,245.27, the monthly posting of interest which increases the fees due from 

my last report, but payments reduced what was reported in total. We still have a window time left 

for the demand letters to work, and many will comply.  

 

3. The office is busy working with new owners, sending welcome packets, which are sent at the end 

of each month, and helping current residents regarding guidance with their projects and general 

questions. We continue to help guide with ADC applications for review and do our best with 

completing check lists for a smooth review process. Violation reviews and notices continue to go 

out on matters needing resolution, a reminder to the community that review will be more frequent 

and the issues that are being looked at would greatly assist the office, reduce time, travel, and 

gain compliance in a way that residents do not feel is abrupt. The voting system remains available 

for sign up, and all voting processes are closed. The staff and I continue to promote the use of 

electronic process, and many more are signing up and daily as we receive new deeds and signed 

electronic permission forms from the title agencies. An account that was transferred and not 

brought to the attention of the office, came up for estoppel communication, we were able to 

capture back dues for 5 years, this seldom occurs. I am also working with Brentwood Farms to 

make sure there is a firm agreement on fees and processes when the new homes are completed 

and sold, and those owners come into membership, through the board of directors.   

 

4. Diane Plath as always is doing an excellent job as barn manager, she has added Libby Mank as 

her permanent assistant, and by doing so she has given up one horse stall position; we have no 

openings, and I have a waiting list in place, 15 total horses reside at the facility, and we have a 

waiting list with 6 horses. 

  


